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Mastering Scientific and Medical Writing: A Self-help GuideSpringer, 2006


	You may ask why anyone would want to write yet another book about scientific

	writing. There are many books on the subject, some more useful than others,

	and the abundance of literature on this topic may confuse rather than guide.





	I felt that this book was necessary for several reasons. During the past

	years, I...
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WebRTC BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Develop your very own media applications and services using WebRTC


	Overview

	
		Create interactive web applications using WebRTC
	
		Get introduced to advanced technologies such as WebSocket and Erlang
	
		Develop your own secure web applications and services with practical projects

...
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Diesel Heart: An AutobiographyUniversity of Minnessota, 2019

	The doctors gathered around, passing the stethoscope from hand to hand, taking turns listening to my chest. Finally, the lead doctor said, "Now, that's what I call a heartbeat!"

	I snapped, "Whaddaya mean?"





	"It's like hearing a diesel engine inside a Mustang body," he said.


...
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Knock Your Socks Off Prospecting: How To Cold Call, Get Qualified Leads And Make More MoneyAMACOM, 2005
Selling is fun. Or at least it should be. Winning the deal, working
with people, being on the front lines and clued into what’s
really happening out in the field—it’s fun. Selling is a great
profession.

In any profession, however, there are parts of the job that
people like the most and parts they...
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Digital Image Processing (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002
Interest in digital image processing methods stems from two principal application
areas: improvement of pictorial information for human interpretation; and
processing of image data for storage, transmission, and representation for autonomous
machine perception.This chapter has several objectives: (1) to define
the scope of the...
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Food Carbohydrate ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Carbohydrates are major components of foods, accounting for more

	than 90% of the dry matter of fruits and vegetables and providing for

	70-80% of human caloric intake worldwide (BeMiller and Huber 2008).

	Thus, from a quantitative perspective alone, carbohydrates warrant the

	attention of food chemists. From the standpoint of food...
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Python Programming On Win32 : Help for Windows ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2000

This book is about using Python to get jobs done on Windows.

We hope by now you have heard of Python, the exciting object-oriented scripting language that is rapidly entering the programming mainstream. Although Python is perhaps better known on the Unix platform, it offers a superb degree of integration with the Windows...
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Windows NT Win32 API SuperBible (Other Sams)Waite Group Press, 1997
Windows NT Win32 API SuperBible is the perfect resource for programmers who want comprehensive, updated coverage of all Win32 APIs, as well as detailed information specific to the newest Windows NT functions. This book lets you look up the specific Win32 API call you need, when you need it. Concise descriptions detail what you need to know about...
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The eBay Billionaires' Club: Exclusive Secrets for Building an Even Bigger and More Profitable Online BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Of the millions of eBay sellers online today, only a handful qualify for membership in a special club consisting of the legendary auction site’s cream-of-the-crop merchants. Collectively, those fortunate enough to join the ranks of this club sell more than $1 billion in merchandise each year and are responsible for more than 70 million annual...
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Quartz 2D Graphics for Mac OS X(R) DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2006
On Mac OS X, Macintosh developers depend on the graphics and imaging frameworks of the Core Graphics system to implement multimedia features in their applications. With Core Graphics Apple has answered the increasing demands of graphics developers with a powerful collection of tools, including Quartz 2D and Core Image. Quartz 2D is a modern drawing...
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Effective Knowledge Transfer in Multinational CorporationsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
Those who have really enabled this research – and will, I hope, also benefit from its outcome at one point or other – are the managers who participated in the study. I hope my lengthy questionnaire and my numerous follow-up calls have not discouraged them to support further empirical studies. Special thanks go to my advisers, Professors...
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Office VBA Macros You Can Use Today: Over 100 Amazing Ways to Automate Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and AccessHoly Macro! Books, 2006
A simple macro language appeared in version 3 of VisiCalc. When Lotus 1-2-3 introduced the keystroke macro recorder, accountants everywhere began developing arcane little macros to automate the daily task of importing and formatting sales data in their spreadsheets. When Excel 5 shipped with a new macro language called VBA in 1993, the world...
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